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“The Needle”
Last week the decision was
made to open up my beautiful
girl Lola to retrieve a “bent
needle” somewhere in her
abdomen. I debated over this
for 24 hours as I don’t like
her having anaesthetics and
I hate cutting her open. She
was telling me she wasn’t
right though, lagging behind
on walks and eventually not
wanting to leave the house,
tucked up sore in her abdomen,
head hung low and those sad
eyes staring at me. She may not
speak English but she sure talks
to me.
She is loved and adored by
everyone at the clinic so my
nurses took blood from her
and run them in house. Everything tested
was within normal limits. Richard Lucy then
ultrasounded her abdomen and again
nothing of concern was seen - thankfully.
We radiographed her spine which appeared
normal. What we did find was what looked
to be a needle
sitting ventrally
in her abdomen. I
was aware of the
needle after her
first surgery to
remove her kidney
due to cancer. The
specialist surgeon
mistakenly had
left it behind. I had
been monitoring
its position with
regular X-rays
and it hadn’t
moved in years.
Last week when
we radiographed her the needle
had moved and appeared bent,
necessitating removal.

removed and it had passed through a lobe
of liver causing adhesions to the peritoneal
wall lining. This would have caused her pain.
These were freed up and she was closed and
recovered so quickly with the aid of our “Bear
Hugger’ which blows warm air around Lola
on recovery.
She’s getting lots of TLC at
home and work and with my
clients. She’s adored by so
many and everyone wants
her to recover speedily. She’s
fought kidney cancer and
chemo, split pad disease and
intervertebral disc disease.
She’s hard to keep down
and out for too long. So far
so good ( Lucky her parents
are vets!!)- she’s more
comfortable and
moving better and
that needle had
to go!!
Dr Michele
McMaster

My colleague surgically operated
on Lola as I find it difficult to cut my
girl open. The rusty looking needle was
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